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Preface
I am proud to present Quintessence number four.
In a time of changing politics and federal budget cuts. The
Alternative Spaces Residency Program has survived. This
program was designed to bring contemporary art closer to
the people - in public places. To date. twenty sculptural
projects have been completed. and the program will be
recorded in Smithsonian 's Archives of Art.
My first year as coordinator of this program has
been. among other things. educational. The challenge of
maintaining the quality and reputation of the program was
more work than I anticipated. Finding sites and materials.
handling public relations and controversy. and supervising
documentation could never have been accomplished
without the help and understanding of all concerned. The
artists were terrific. the many volunteers enthusiastic. Just as
vital as the artists and volunteers was the public and their
interaction during the development and construction of
the projects.
Suzanne Domine Mitolo
Program Coordinator
and Editor
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Introduction
This year's projects in
The Alternative Spaces
Residency Program
engaged the Dayton public
in a variety of ways. Local
corporations donated many
of the materials and needed
services, and workshops to
construct the pieces were
staffed not only by art
students but by many
different individuals in the
community. In addition, the
participating artists invited
dialogue about the works
through their press statements
and lectures, as well as by
the very nature of the pieces
they had created. The
projects ranged from those
readily comprehensible to a
general audience, such as
Cindy Snodgrass' and Steve
Wood's pieces, to more
difficult work, like Stan
Dolega's - although even the
latter was strongly grounded
in human experience and
reference. Controversy
escalated around the
projects by Dolega and
Donna Dennis, Dennis'
sculpture ultimately falling
victim to a pipe bomb. The
incident underscored the
fact that there remains a
need for increased efforts at
fostering a sense of pride
and responsibility toward
public art in the Dayton
c ommunity. It should be
pointed out however, that in
the four-year history of the
program, destructive acts
have been rare. The
possibility of their occurring is
always very much before the
artists and program staff yet
has little impact on decisions
relating to type of project or
location. As Dennis noted in
her journal after an earlier
episode of vandalism, " .. . I
wouldn't have given up
working at Deeds Point so
open, so public for anything.
I'll take the vandalism along
with it. How else could I have
met the man who walked
toward me across the grass
today, beaming and
shouting, 'I like it'!'"

Richly diverse in concept
and technique, the 1980-81
pieces included both
narratively and formally
oriented works. There were
pieces developed for a
crowded urban environment
and works that were
designed for encounter in
isolation. Some structures
functioned with architecture,
while others were themselves
architectural in form and
reference. As in the past
each artist was allocated
$2,000 to cover supplies,
personal expenses and fee.
Aside from this monetary
restriction, the program
allowed total freedom, in
terms of project idea,
materials and site. Most of
the artists made a
preliminary visit to Dayton to
get a sense of the city and
choose a specific location
for the work. The openness of
possibility, an entire city
available to the artist
center city locations; grassy,
open areas and woods
has spurred creativity from
the inception of the program.
Many artists, of course, are
attracted to those spaces
and conditions that provide
an extension of previous
working situations. Others,
however, attempt new
directions, and it is here that
the greatest value of the
program resides.
The almost unlimited
possibility of location is
premised on the installations
usually being temporary.
Though the financial
limitation would, in any case,
tend to rule out permanent
pieces, this aspect of the
program is based on
principle rather than
necessity. The intent is not to
create a city of monuments
but an environment of ideas,
with the temporary nature of
most of the projects acting as
a liberating factor for both
artist and public. The artist is

more willing to experiment
and risk the attendant
possibility of failure. The
public, always cautious
about additions to the city
landscape, becomes more
receptive to the introduction
of unfamiliar art forms and,
ultimately, takes pleasure in
the parade of new and
thought-provoking work.
Of the five projects
commissioned , Cindy
Snodgrass' involved the
general public to the
greatest extent. Snodgrass
orchestrated the collective
production of twenty-five
flags designed to soar above
open plazas, business offices
and civic buildings. The
flags, constructed of fabric
largely recycled from
parachutes, sails and
previously-made pieces,
were produced in workshops
throughout the city. Workers
were recruited from such
diverse groups as the Wright
State University student
community, the parishoners
of Hale United Church of
Christ, the senior citizens from
the YWCA, and the docents
of the Dayton Art Institute.
All volunteer aid was
welcomed. Workers
designed their own flags, the
only requirement being that
they emblematically
represent the spirit and forms
of nature. Some of the
resulting works contained
concrete images of plant
and animal life, while others
were highly abstract. Though
most of the pieces took the
form of banners, several,
following the lead of
Snodgrass' own wind
SCUlptures, assumed a
three-dimensional shape
based on the principle of the
wind sock. In addition to
creating flags of her own,
Snodgrass reviewed designs,
demonstrated how individual
pieces could be expected to
work with air currents and
taught the mechanics of
sewing. An interesting
by-product of the effort was
that most of the workers were,
for the first time, experiencing
sewing as something other

than a gender-associated
activity. Snodgrass
encouraged her first
apprentices to pass on their
skills to others. Not only was
this a practical method of
rapidly enlarging the work
force, but it accorded with
Snodgrass' view of
art-making as an act of
collaboration and
communication. Though the
Dayton program was the first
of similar projects planned
for other locations, the artist
anticipated that the works
would have a unique stamp,
reflecting production in a
specific locale. Snodgrass,
who had wanted to fill
Dayton's empty flagpoles,
hoped that the project would
continue long after her own
involvement had ended.
When raised, the flags
added movement to a
downtown composed of
static shapes. Whipped by
the wind into ever-changing
configurations, they
appealed to the child in us
who delights in complex and
colorful visual effects and
awakened memories of
circuses and kite and
streamer-flying. On one
occasion during the project
the flags were flown to
celebrate the Week of the
Young Child. Reflecting
Snodgrass' interest in multi
media performance, the
flag-raising festivities
incorporated music, mime,
and the costuming of
children. Some of Snodgrass'
wind sculptures have, in the
past, functioned as costumes
for performances.
While Snodgrass' project
dealt with actual movement
in exterior spaces, Steve
Wood's High Altitude
Romance explored the
problem of frozen movement
and implied change in an
interior space, the lobby of
Dayton's restored post office
building. Wood's installation
depicted a tornado, its
funnel constructed of grey
and black pieces of paper,
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shattering a city of
intersecting g lass planes. The
city clearly offered a
metaphor for the fragility of
human life and endeavor.
Since it also effectively
evoked the glass box
architecture that dominates
our cities, another analogy
perhaps an unintended
one - came to mind : the
current attack on Miesian
intemational style doctrine by
post-modemist romanticism.
Wood's scene unfolded
mid-way during the course of
destruction. Bits of glass lay
heaped in the wake of the.
tornado, which appeared to
be making its way toward
the remaining buildings. A
strong sense of directional
movement down the narrow
lobby was created. True to
the nature of tomadoes, even
in the train of destruction,
certain areas remained
untouched. Smears of water
and dirt on the glass panes
supplied further evidences of
the passing storm.
Since 1980, Wood has
created dramatic tableaux
("melodramatic" might be a
more apt description)
depicting the unleashed,
life-threatening forces of
nature. Essentially, they seem
a contemporary working-out
of the romantic theorist
Edmund Burke's notions of
how to communicate a
sense of the awesome or
sublime. Yet Wood's pieces
are deliberately too stylized
in form, the constructive
materials too undisguised to
provide a true illusion. There
is also the matter of
appropriateness of materials;
the idea of paper destroying
glass, for example, sets up an
implausible, even humorous
situation. For the narrative to
function, then, the viewer
must allow himself to accept
convention as reality, as he
would the stylized set of a
theater stage,2 all the whi le
being aware of the artifice
and the contradiction to
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reality that it represents.
Wood had explored this type
of contradiction in earlier,
non-representational work. In
these pieces, the existing
space and light conditions of
a site were modified by the
construction of billowing,
arcing wall divisions. The
works provided a
transcendental experience,
the viewer feeling himself
contained within a tent, shell
or cloud, enveloped in its
light and its delicate color.
Working against the illusion,
however, was a knowledge
of the space as the viewer
knew it really to be and an
awareness that the walls
surrounding him were
composed of nothing more
than folded and suspended
pieces of paper. Wood's
more narrative pieces - in
particular, High Altitude
Romance - are not
participatory in the sense that
the earlier pieces were.
Though the action here takes
place in the viewer's space,
it unfolds before him; he is not
physically a part of it, a
factor that further reduces
illusionism. If Wood's pieces
ask serious questions about
reality and artifice, at the
same time, they represent a
certain humorous
perspective in their
exaggerated drama, comic
book conventionalized
forms, mundane materials
and, as noted earlier,
interaction of these materials.
In the Dayton piece, there is
humor, as well, in locating a
baroque whirlwind within a
staid, neo-classical revival
building and perhaps an
irony in having a scene of
destruction occur within a
restored structure.
Visually, the installation
proved extremely effective.
Its rectilinear units of different
colors, textures and degrees
of opacity complemented
the lobby's varied divisions of
glass, metal and stone. In
particular, the decorative

intricacy of Wood's paper
funnel found an echo in the
elaborate coffered ceiling
and cellular structure of the
postal tellers' cages. Within
the piece, an interesting
contrast existed between the
loose, gracefully-looping
strands comprising the
tomado funnel and the more
rigidly-composed elements
of the glass city that very
much resembled a
constructivist relief.
Donna Dennis, Stan
Dolega and Elyn Zimmerman
opted for more removed sites
for their pieces. Yet Dennis'
Mad River Tunnel, which was
situated at Deeds Point, at
the confluence of the Great
Miami and Mad Rivers, did
suggest the idea of access to
the city's center, the skyline of
which was visible from the
site. This two-part piece was
Dennis' first outdoor
installation. Consisting of a
small building bearing a
neon "Entrance" sign on one
bank of the river and a neon
"Exit" sign on the other bank,
it created the illusion of an
underwater traffic tunnel. The
illusion worked most
effectively at night, with the
neon signs lit, although the
implied connection between
two points was somewhat
obscured by off-setting the
exit rather than placing it in
direct line of sight with the
entrance. "Tunnels do curve,"
the artist notes but adds, "I
put it where it felt right
intuitively."3 The effect recalls
Dennis' earlier single-unit
structures - including cabins,
frame houses and segments
of subway architecture - in
which closed entrances,
barred stairways and
compressed spaces worked
to frustrate the idea of
physical passage. The
Dayton piece, though
encompassing an actual,
extended space, ultimately
produced the same
discomfiting feelings.
Dennis' project had
evolved from an earlier
experience at the site. During
a trip to the city to select a
location for her piece, the

artist was forced to stand by
helplessly as the car
containing her belongings
rolled down the
embankment and into the
water. In the completed
work, the idea of cars
passing into the river was
suggested in a more
functional context, the exit
sign adding some sense of a
more secure outcome.
Dennis felt that the Mad
River, a river she had known
from her childhood in
Springfield, Ohio, had
chosen the site for her. On
leaming about the
destruction of the piece,
she observed only half
humorously that "perhaps
[the river] didn't want a
civilizing tunnel (imaginary or
otherwise) . . . but still prefers
to gobble cars whole on
stormy November nights. "4
Dennis' entrance
component was based not
only on transit tunnel
architecture, specifically a
turreted , stone toll booth for
the Holland Tunnel; it also
drew upon another pop
architectural source: the
deco White Tower
hamburger shop with its
white tiles, crennelations and
projecting gooseneck lamps.
Dennis had explored this
combination the yearbefore
in a single-unit piece, Tunnel
Tower. White Towers, which
originated in the midwest,
have remained a familiar
sight in the area. The artist felt
that reference to the
restaurants was particularly
appropriate in a work
designed for this region, as
was the reference to the
Holland Tunnel, which she
views as "a point of
departure for joumeys West"
and, therefore, an allusion to
her own midwest roots. s To
the average Daytonian,
however, an encounter with

Dennis' version of the
hamburger emporium was
disconcerting. The reduced
size of the building (Dennis'
architectural structures are
scaled roughly to human
proportions), its
unaccustomed presence in
a park and, above all, its
dual architectural reference
removed a sense of the
familiar and, instead,
evoked an atmosphere of
the surreal.
Stan Dolega's piece, like
Dennis' project, was about
connection - in this instance,
spelled-out, rather than
implied. Using twenty
mounds of concrete, Dolega
traced a line in the grass of
DeWeese Park from a rock to
the stump of a tree. The
mounds also reflected the
givens of the site by
paralleling a nearby road.
While the entire work set up
a contrast between
man-made and natural
materials, even the more
obviously artificial
component, the concrete,
offered a dialogue between
the two states. The mounds,
irregular in contour and
covered with striations
produci ng a rough surface
texture, seemed found
objects from nature, rocks
arranged to a specific
purpose - perhaps as giant
stepping stones or for use in
some primitive ceremony.
Their shapes, in fact, recalled
Indian burial mounds, while
their whiteness was
reminiscent of Dover's
petroglyphs. Prior to
completing the Dayton
project, Dolega, a Wyoming
artist known for his
earthworks, had designed
structures evoking the idea of
excavated architecture or
artifacts through partly
exposed concrete ramparts
or the combination of
sodded earth mounds and
half-buried stones arranged
in careful configurations. The
Dayton piece had, in fact,
original ly been planned to
utilize boulders rather than
concrete.

Elyn Zimmerman's
installation also involved itself
with connection but in the
form of physically directing
movement. The piece at
present exists only as a set of
drawings and model, since
implementation will require
additional financial support.
The City Beautiful Council
expects the necessary funds
to be donated.
Zimmerman's project
continues the artist's
preoccupation with
corridors, lines of sight and
the interplay of man-made or
manipulated materials with
the elements of a natural
setting. Designed for a
forested hollow in Hills and
Dales Park, the piece consists
of a pair of platforms,
elevated on piers to different
heights and connected by
a ramp. An additional
walkway extends from the
higher of the two platforms,
while ladders, at either end
of the piece, provide a
means of access and
descent. Both the platforms
and walkways were
designed to be constructed
of steel mesh and grating.
Steel mesh panels had been
used in earlier outdoors
installations by Zimmerman,
works in which the artist had
exploited the transparency of
these components, as well
as their associations with
utilitarian architecture. In the
Dayton piece, the materials
and structure suggest a
connection with pedestrian
overpasses for highways.
The work functions as a set
of observation platforms for a
space that contains a
circular seating pit, twenty
three feet in diameter. The pit
is framed on one side by the
L-shaped platform structure,
on two others by trees and
bushes and on the third by an
opening in the foliage that
channels the visitor to the pit
area. The pit itself consists of
a gravel-covered floor,
ringed by a bench and

retaining wall. With its echoes
of the orchestras of Greek
theaters, its combination of
public function and private
location, it seems to invite use
in ritual performance. And
yet it is also simply a place
for the individual to sit, to
meditate. Charles Stuckey
has noted the artist's interest
in Zen Buddhism,6 to which
meditation is central in
achieving true
enlightenment. Zimmerman
herself sees the piece as
providing an escape from
the frantic pace of daily life,
as "a very lovely retreat and
quiet place in the park. "7
Each of the five project
artists has attempted to
realize a combination of
aims that characterize
successful site-specific work
produced for a general
community. The artists have
sought to articulate their
individual concerns - visual
and conceptual, to play
these concerns against the
conditions of the site and to
heighten the audience's
awareness of its environment
through emphasis on or
transformation of aspects of
that environment. In
changing the face of the city
and the way its inhabitants
think about it and about art,
these projects will enjoy life
beyond their brief duration.
Carol A. Nathanson
Wright State University

Notes
the artist's statement in
this catalogue, p.3S.
21n an interview with Douglas
Hessler in which Wood
discussed an earlier
narrative piece, The Storm's
Descent (1980), the artist
described the small-scale,
"stick" house in the work as
"a prop in the theatrical
sense; an element in a
1 See

dramatic context that can
function as a conduit to get
to other levels." (Douglas
Hessler, "Steve Wood's New
Sculptures," Arts Magazine,
55, May, 1981, p.163.)
3Conversation with the artist,
March,1982.
4See the artist's statement in
this catalogue, p.36.
5Ibid., p.34. Apart
from their regional and
autobiographical
associations, White Towers
would have appealed to
Dennis' interest in buildings
of the 1930's. Francesca
Alinovi reports a comment
by the artist that she
sometimes draws inspiration
from photographs of
buildings of this period, such
as those of Walker Evans.
(Francesca Alinovi, "Artist's
Architecture," Domus, 604,
March, 1980, p. 34.) Dennis is
familiar with Paul Hirshom's
and Steven Izenour's text
White-Towers (1979), which
documents, through old
photographs, the real
variety within the consistent
general style of these
buildings.
6Charles F. Stuckey, Elyn
Zimmerman: PalisadeS
Project and Related Works
1972-1981, Yonkers, New
York: The Hudson River
Museum, 1982, p. 10. In his
catalogue introduction,
Stuckey cites the impact on
the artist of Zen's "special
emphasiS upon that which is
ineffable, invisible and
immaterial" and notes that
"the transparent and
reflective materials with
which Zimmerman likes to
work are in accord with this
outlook, as is her subject
matter." (Ibid.)
7Letter from the artist to
Suzanne Domine Mitolo,
Director of the Dayton City
Beautiful Council, May 9,
1981.
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Cindy Snodgrass .

WCNen rainbows appeared
In the city skyscape.
The city raised Its eyes to
the sky.
Banners heralded the week
of the young child.
Nature. The unifying element.
The wind ...
Changes.
Transforms.
Animates.
Enlivens.
Retunes the original concept.
Aflag ...
Flying colors.
Moving fabric.
A sign. A symbol.
An idea. An alert.
Passersby looking up,
taking an imaginative leap.

My previous work has
included large, wind
animated sculptures derived
from animal forms and
elements in nature and
placed in urban spaces.
I decided to attempt a
project that would
emphasize environmental
awareness and imagery and
include public participation.
"Nature Flags" could be
community designed,
constructed and flown
throughout the city on
numerous, stark flag poles.
My hope was that this
concept would be
accessible and serve the
immediate interests of the
community. With the
assistance of Virginia
Burroughs, the Hale United
Church of Christ became the
site for group meetings and
workshops in flagmaking . The
focus was on nature to
encourage a wide range of
designs. Workshops were
also held at Wright State
University, the Dayton YWCA
and the Dayton Art Institute.
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Students worked with
children, parents and senior
citizens. The workshops
became a sort of "cottage
industry" and a synthesis of
art, education and
experience evolved.
The Dayton project began
in February with Walt
McCaslin, art critic with the
Dayton Joumal Herald,
informing the public of our
work. Small wind sculptures
were flown at the Dayton
Convention Center to focus
attention on the project. By
late March, 25 flags
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brightened the skies of
Dayton. The largest group of
flags were raised at
Courthouse Square to
celebrate the Week of the
Young Child.
Suzanne Mitolo worked as
seamstress, administrator
and friend. Through her
commitment and the
dedication of many others,
our 10-day residency was
extended to 10 weeks. To
share the ideas of the project
with other communities the
workshops and compl~ted
flags were documented by
Ken Douglas. The project was
continued with the purchase
of additional flags fO/' the
Great Miami River Festival.
Brownie Troop 655 used the
flag concept for a group
project-a quilt in
celebration of the outdoors.
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The Cox Arboretum members
were inspired and
constructed flags to line the
entrance to the Arboretum.
The flags have subsequently
flown in Pittsburgh, Art Park in
Lewiston, N.Y. and
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Flags owned by the City
Beautiful Council are
available for civic use and
have flown at River's Edge
Park in Dayton and Oberlin
College.

The most important result
of this public form of art is that
people learn to teach each
other and exchange ideas. In
doing so, they gain new
sense of confidence and
civic pride. Art and the
community should be and
can be one, as shown in
Dayton.
Cindy Snodgrass
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When I first heard about
the ongoing project of
bringing sculptural options to
Dayton, Ohio, it was over
beers at a bar in New York.
Telling me about this creative
free-hand to work within the
city, with the support of the
city, was Paul Wick. At that
time Paul was the director of
the program. I was
fascinated and excited by
his energy and imagination.
When he invited me to
participate in Dayton's
ongoing affair with public
art, I accepted without
reservation.
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I went to Dayton and met
with Marilyn Shannon, the
adventurous director of
exhibitions at the Lorenz and
Williams Gallery. The space
was most unusual : a long,
public hallway flooded with
natural light. The single
entrance into the narrow
expanse offered the
opportunity of orchestrating
a construction in time as well
as space.
High Altitude Romance
reflects my interest in using
sculpture as a form of
symbolic narrative. Art should
be used as a tool for
confrontation. The times are
too dangerous for empty
abstractions. The major
threat to be confronted is our
alienation from one another.
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Art is a ground for sharing
experience. Romance is a
metaphor; a statement
about the illusions of security.
our fragile mortality and
tragedy as a universal reality.
It is a theatrical gesture that
denies the individual a
passive role and forces the
viewer to become witness.
For me it is also a temporary.
partial solution to an ongoing
question: Is it possible in our
time to charge an object or
situation with some kind of
spiritual energy?
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Special thanks to
Suzanne, Hsanni. Marilyn,
Paul and to everyone that
helped in the construction.
Steve Wooo
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StanDolega

City Beautiful gets OK to fi
DeWeese Sculpture
by Paula Winslow
Journal Herald Staff Writer
"After two weeks of
discussion, haggling, red
tape and some confusion,
the City Beautiful Council
finally has been given the
to complete a controversial
sculpture in DeWeese Park.
The decision makes City
Beautiful administrator
Suzanne Domine 'relieved :
but leaves at least one of
project's opponents
'dissatisfied with the money
spent to put up a pile of
concrete.'
Construction on the
sculpture-a series of
concrete mounds linking a
large rock and a tree
stump - was halted by
complaints on June 11.
It is to be completed on
the center grassy strip of
DeWeese Parkway near
Neva Drive at 10 a .m .. July 1,
according to a news rei
from Domine. It is to re
on display until July 13, w
it will be torn down, the
release said. Many City
Beautiful projects are
intended only to be
temporary..."
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I heard the sculpture was
eventually finished, then
removed from the park to the
Garden Center and used as
a parking barrier. Fitting
climax to seeming
controversy and a fine use of
a work of art. Are they a work
of art? It's intriguing to
speculate that if they were
left where originally installed
they might have gained in
esteem and value with time.
After aiL I am the best known
unknown artist there is.
Who is to decide what art
is? Many think they have the
answer. I know I do. Is not
everyone an artist? I don't
think so, considering that 'an
artist is in a world by himself,'

28

What world do people
like authors of the written art
think I come from? I have
form in that they often use bits
news for you all. I was bom
and pieces oftheir life
right here on good old planet experiences as a foundation
earth in the U.S.A. I am a
for their creative efforts.
Where else could art come
make of the human species,
dress in clothes, eat food,
from if not from life?
pay my debts to society and
It's obvious that all in life is
since 1942 have experienced not beautiful or fun or easy,
many of the same events.
but all is interesting and fit
If others who are not artists
food fa inspiration.
wish to understand art and/or
an artist, I would tell them this : Stan Dolega
visual artists are very much
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DonnaDennis

Dayton, Ohio was a part
of my early childhood. Born in
Springfield, I remember
shopping trips to Rikes
department store with my
sister, my mother and my
grandmother each season in
search of the perfect new
hat.
When I was seven, my
family moved from
Springfield to Rye, New York,
and Dayton became a
place in memory, a distant
place from which Christmas
cards and occasional letters
from not-so-immediate
relatives would arrive. My
memories of Dayton grew
very hazy indeed.

Then one day in the late
summer of 1978 as I sat over
my morning coffee, there
came a phone call from that
all-but-forgotten place from
one Paul Wick asking me to
consider doing an outdoor
sculpture as part of a
program called Dayton City
Beautiful. I was flattered but
skeptical. I told Paul I'd never
attempted an outdoor piece
and explained that the two
weeks allotted for creation of
a work didn't in any way fit in
with my work process which is
slow, painstaking and
cumUlative, often requiring
over a year for completion of
a piece. Paul was not to be
deterred. A few days later a
catalogue and a letter
describing the program
arrive in the mail. I filed them
away in a drawer.

In late 1979, I flew to
Cincinnati to set up three
works for a show at the
Contemporary Art Center. As
I perched atop a ladder,
nailing the roof onto a p iece,
I was told someone wanted
me on the phone. It was Paul
Wick. "Since you're so close,"
he said, " Why not get
someone to drive you up
from Cinci after the opening
and you can look around
Dayton and fly back to New
York from here." "Okay, " I
said.
And so the day after the
opening in Cincinnati, I found
myself on my way to Dayton
to meet this resolute Paul
Wick. On the way up, looking
at a map, I discovered that
the Mad River I remembered
crossing as a child in
Springfield, flowed through
Dayton, joining there with the
Great Miami River.

As Paul drove me around
Dayton's parks on this
particularly stormy late
November aftemoon, my
thoughts kept retuming to the
Mad River. "Is there a good
spot along the Mad River?" I
asked him. With darkness
descended and an hour to
go before my plane was
scheduled to leave for New
York, we made one stop ...
along the Mad River.
"There's a great spot
here," said Paul as he left the
road and drove across the
grass toward the skyline of
Dayton at a place where the
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Mad River joins the Great
Miami, called Deeds Point.
Wild, dark clouds raced
across the moon, altemately
revealing and obscuring the
riverscape as we both
hopped out of the car to
have a look. The site was
beautiful, indeed. More so
perhaps than usual on this
ominous evening.
Tuming around, with my
thoughts beginning to focus
on the race to the airport, I
heard Paul gasp. He had
seen it first: his car gathering
speed, hurtling down the
steep embankment toward

L

the Mad River itself. Horrified,
we watched as, dream-like,
it floated out to the center of
the flow, slowly tumed and
finally settled, headlights
shining up through the water,
illuminating the opposite
bank. Those headlights were
to stay on for forty-five
minutes!
I didn't leave Dayton that
night. of course. I stayed to
see by moonlight. the
Cadillac's retrieval from the
river and spent the night at
Tim and Sharon Patterson's,
my belongings spread all
over their kitchen, drying.

The next day I flew back to
New York wondering if
indeed I would retum to
Dayton to do a Work. It
seemed now a possibly
dangerous undertaking.
Would I be ignoring a fateful
sign by returning? One thing
was sure. If I did do my first
outdoor sculpture in Dayton,
it would be at Deeds Point
along the Mad River at just
the spot from which the car
began its plunge toward the
river. The site had been
chosen for me.
Time passed, and I
continued to wonder what

my decision would be, and
then I heard from Paul Wick
again. Will you do it? I found
myself saying yes. So for
better or worse, the project
was on. But just what it would
be I didn't know. Something
about the car going into the
Mad River.

As the months passed I
thought otten about the
project without finding an
answer to the central
problem : how could I, who
usually took a year to
complete a work , do a
satisfying one in two weeks
time. Added to that problem
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was the further complication
that I would be working for
the first time with outdoor
materials and methods of
construction.
One solution seemed to
be to adapt from an indoor
work already completed so
that I would arrive in Dayton
with most of the aesthetic
decisions already worked
out. I began to think that the
work I might adapt from
could be Tunnel Tower, a
piece based in part on a
small building at the
Manhattan entrance to the
Holland Tunnel which
connects New York and New
Jersey. The Holland Tunnel is
a point of departure for
journeys West and I had
come to think of the Tunnel
Tower as a piece that--
connected me with my early
childhood in the West. But
now to connect it more
specifically with Dayton and
the site there?
Over and over again as I
considered the site, I saw the
submerged car, its
headlights shining through
the water. And then one night
just before sleep, I knew I had
my answer: The Mad River
Tunnel! I would build the
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entrance and exit to an
imaginary tunnel.
Once I had the idea, the
rest was easy. I met with an
architect friend and learned
about weatherproof
structuring. I called the Tile
Council of America, and
they found the Wenezell Tile
Company who agreed to
donate all the tiles needed
for the piece. I did drawings
and drew up plans, and on
June 29, I arrived in Dayton
ready to go to work.
And work I did: two weeks
of hard, wonderful , hot work
at Deeds Point which I came
to realize is one of the most
beautiful places in Dayton.
Flying back to New York
on July 15, I wrote in my
journal. "The Mad River
Tunnel exists!" It came into
being last night at twilight.
With 4 or 5 people rushing to
wire up the lights and a Life
Magazine crew setting up for
photography at sunset. I
dashed back to Tim and
Sharon's, shed my sweaty
work clothes, showered,
donned my elegant new
dress and returned to the
site ... I felt like a movie star
walking onto a set she'd built
herself. It's so hard to fully

describe the joy, the triumph,
the deep sense of fulfillment.
the gratitude to the people
who had worked with such
dedication. The pleasure at
sharing this moment with new
friends: Suzanne Domine
who so cheerfully and
energetically coordinated
the project. Jayme Recob
who worked day after day in
the hot sun, cutting tiles, Jim
St. Peter who stayed up all
night guarding the piece
after vandals hit. Richard
Lapedes and Maureen
Lynch who found electricians
in the 11th hour, the
electricians themselves,
Michael Casey and Pat
Butcher, Joe Mitolo who laid
the foundation, Roberta Sass
who cut wood, and Tim and
Sharon Patterson with whom I
stayed and felt so welcome
and comfortable I found
myself calling their house
"home." As the cameras
began to click, it was, I think,
Susan Zurcher who yelled out
'Look triumphant!' ... That
was it! Triumph! Warm and
hard-eamed, shared and
real. I wouldn't have had it
any other way. And I wouldn 't
have given up working at
Deeds Point, so open, so
public, for anything. I'll take
the vandalism along with it.
How else could I have met
the man who walked toward
me across the grass today,
beaming and shouted, 'I like
it!"
Three weeks later, on
August 3, my phone rang. It
was Suzanne. "Something
awful happened to your
piece," she reported. " It was
blown up. Pipe-bombed.
Nothing's salvagable."
Initially shocked, I burst
into tears the first time I tried
to tell a friend about the
bombing. Then quickly I
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began to see the comic
elements and found myself
thinking, well, if she had to
go, what a way for Mad River
Tunnel to go-with a
spectacular Fourth of July
kind of flourish. If only I'd
been there to see the
fireworks! And oh, that old
Mad River. Perhaps she
didn't want a civilizing tunnel
(imaginary or otherwise) after
aiL but still prefers to gobble
cars whole on stormy
November nights.
It's impossible for me to
harbor any bad feelings
about my experience with
Dayton, Ohio. So much was
wonderful. Jayme Recob put
it nicely in a letter to me
shortly after the explosion.
" Working on the Mad River
Tunnel was great and I think
of that instead of its
absence."
Donna Denn is
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ElynZimmerman

Proposal for Hills and
Dales Park
The project designed for
Hills and Dales Park is based
on principles associated with
Oriental garden design that
are based upon the
accumulation of contrasting
but related experiences
encountered in a tour of a
given space. The setting
chosen is a U-shaped hollow
surrounded by tree-lined
slopes. On the flat bottom of
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the hollow a circular
concrete form will be
inserted into the ground as a
seating area (20 feet in
diameter). Within this sunken
area, a spectator's eye level
will be at the site's ground
level. The piece includes two
elevated steel grate
platforms (10 x 12 feet and 12
x 16 feet), a steel grate
walkway to connect them to
one another and two access
ladders. One of the platforms
is to be situated 6 feet off the
ground, the other is 14 feet.
Since from these areas a
viewer will be able to assume
a variety of eye levels, the
cumulative experience of the
work will encompass the
aggregate of viewpoints for
the space in which they are
themselves "contained."
Experiencing the work will
amount to experiencing the
larger context of its setting.
C.F. Stuckey
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Cindy
Snodgrass

Selected Individual Exhibitions
1980

1979

1978

1977

1976
1975
1974

" Refuse and Reuse" - Tweed Museum, UMD" Duluth, Minnesota
"Color, Motion, Sound Dance" - Milwaukee Art Center War Memorial
"Color Wave Rainbow Ground Break" - Groundbreaking Ceremonies, Miami
Culture Center, Miami, Florida
"Flowers Aren't Forever" - A question of Scale - Wind Sculpture, Good Shepherd
Center, Seattle, Washington
"Environ: Wind Water Bird Fish" - interior installation, exterior wind sculpture, Ames,
Iowa; assisted by Faibish/Wiegman/Snodgrass/Mendelshon/Day
" Woven Air" - Wind Sculpture, Art and Architecture Symposium, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee; assisted by Faibish/Moore/Waddel/
Blandon/Crain
"Free Butterflies" -environmental interior installation; Akron Art Institute, Akron,
Ohio; assisted by Crain/Schwartz
" Urban Gardens" - Wind Sculpture, Yamasaki 's Ranier Bank Building, Seattle,
Washington; assisted by Kelmer/Sotka/Crain/Castallan
"Butterfly" - Wind Sculpture, NEA festival grant, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; assisted
by Faibish/Klepper/Crain/Richardson/Scherer/Snodgrass/Weinand
"Peace Research Exhibit" - Clayton, St. Louis, Missouri
"Bird in Kite/Birth of Venus/Felix" - Three wind sculptures, NEA festival grant,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; assisted by Leedy/Wienand/Snodgrass
" Indoor-Outdoor Individual Exhibit" - Twin Towers Gallery, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
"Individual ExhibitTextile Gallery" - Crown Center, Kansas City, Missouri

Selected Group Exhibitions
1981
Born in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 1952
Lives in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

1980
1979

1978

1977
1976
1975

"Color Wind in Motion: Process" -videotape 10th International Tapestry Biennial,
Lausanne, Suisse
"A Living Landscape" - environmental construction , ArtPark, Lewiston, New York
" Intersect/Select" - group construction bird building, Allegheny College,
Meadville, Pennsylvania
" Das Marchen" - collaboration/James Rosenberger, Mather Gallery,
Cleveland, Ohio
"Floating Performance Parade in Response to Surrealist Roots" - performance/PBS
documented, University Circle, Cleveland, Ohio
"Chance Meetings" - collaborative, improvisational performance; Rosenberg/
Kraus/Epstein/Crain/Shubin/Tolley/Heifetz, Aeolus Performence Spaces,
Cleveland, Ohio
"Give us a Hand" -collaborative performance with 1000 one-of-a-kind gloves,
Cleveland, Ohio
"Wind Sculpture and Graphics" - open air festival 77, Washington University
Quadrangle, St. Louis, Missouri; assisted by Faibish/Moore/Crain/Halprin/Wood
"Faculty Show" -Steinberg Gallery, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
"Juried Fellowship Show" - Museum of The Chicago Art Institute, Chicago, Illinois

Selected Bibliography
1981
1980

1979
1978
1977

"National Endowment For The Arts Craftsmen's Fellowships, 1981 ", AMERICAN
CRAFT, August/September
Brochu, Pam Miller, "Arts show bows to gusty nor' easthern", DULUTH
NEWS-TRIBUNE, June 28
Lisk, Allison, "Eating, sleeping and thinking Snodgrass", University of Minnesota,
DULUTH STATEMAN, July 2
"Something's in the wind", THE MIAMI NEWS, May 8
"The Persistence of Surrealism", Case Western Reserve University, catalogue
Wilson, Karen, "Cindy Snodgrass/Wind Sculptures", FIBERARTS,
September/October
Morrison, c.L., "Chicago Dialectic, ARTFORUM, February
"Community Design : By the People", PROCESS ARCHITECTURE, November
Morrison, C.L" "Cindy Snodgrass, One Illinois Center", ARTFORUM , April
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SfeveWood

Selected Individual Exhibitions
1981
1980

1979

1978

1977

U.c. Irvine. Main Gallery. Irvine. California
Helen Shlien Gallery. Boston. Massachusetts
Bertha Urdang Gallery. New York. New York
Silvermine Gallery. New Canaan. Connecticut
List Art Center. Brown University. Providence. Rhode Island
Main Gallery. University of Rhode Island. Kingston. Rhode Island
Wadsworth Atheneum. Hartford. Connecticut
Wadsworth Atheneum. Hartford. Connecticut
Landau/Alexander Gallery. Los Angeles. California
Williams College Museum. Williamstown. Massachusetts
Wesleyan University. Middletown. Connecticut
Hampshire College. North Hampton. Massachusetts
Bertha Urdang Gallery. New York . New York
Real Art Ways. Hartford. Connecticut
Goodrich Gallery. Williamstown. Massachusetts
Manchester Community College. Manchester. Connecticut
Austin Arts Center. Hartford. Connecticut
Hammonasset School. Madison. Connecticut

Selected Group Exhibitions
1981
1978
1977
Born in Houston. Texas. 1949
Lives in New York City
1976
1975

L.A.I.C.A.. Los Angeles. California
Islip Art Museum. Islip. Long Island. New York
"Paper. " Touchstone Gallery. New York. New York
" Connecticut 78." Traveling Shows
Norwich Academy. Norwich. Connecticut
Widener Gallery. Hartford. Connecticut
Art Works Gallery. Hartford. Connecticut
New Britain Museum of American Art. New Britain . Connecticut
Hartford Art School. Hartford. Connecticut
Footprints Gallery. Manchester. Connecticut
Joseloff Gallery. Hartford. Connecticut

Selected Bibliography
1981
1980
1979

1978
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Yalkut. Jud. " Romantic Vortex." DIALOGUE. September/October
Hessler. Douglas. " Steve Wood's New Sculpture." ARTS MAGAZINE. May
Taylor. Robert. " Reviews." BOSTON GLOBE. AprilS
Russell. John. "Reviews. " NEW YORK TIMES. November 21
Tarlow. Lois. "The Visual Magic of Steve Wood ." ART NEW ENGLAND. January
Rohrer. Judith C .• "The Recent Work of Steve Wood." ARTS MAGAZINE. December
Horton. Chris. "Following The Curve Around. " HARTFORD ADVOCATE. January 24
Goldenthal. Jolene. "Wood's Short-Lived Sculpture." HARTFORD COURANT.
January 28
Mann. Virginia. "Connecticut 78." (Catalogue) Carlson Art Gallery. University of
Bridgeport. Bridgeport. Connecticut
Bradley. Laurel. "Reviews." ARTS MAGAZINE . December
Gibson. Eric. "New York Letter. " ART INTERNATIONAL. November
Cotter. Holland. " Review." NEW YORK ARTS JOURNAL. October

Donna
Dennis

Selected Individual Exhibitions
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1974

Locus Solus Gallery, Genoa, Italy
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Holly Solomon Gallery, New York, New York
Institute of Contemporary Art, Cincinnati, Ohio
Adler Gallery, Los Angeles, California
Holly Solomon Gallery, New York, New York
Kennedy Center, Washington, D.C. -Commissioned Entrance Maze for
Musical Theatre Lab.
Holly Solomon Gallery, New York, New York
Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania

Selected Group Exhibitions
1980
1979

1978

1977
Born in Springfield, Ohio, 1942
Lives in New York City

1976
1975
1974

"American Tableaux," Middendorf-Lane Gallery, Washington, D.C.
Audrey Strohl Gallery, Memphis, Tennessee
"Architectural Sculpture," L.A. I. C.A. , Los Angeles, California
" Directions," Hirshhorn Museum, Washington, D.C.
" Biennial 1979," Whitney Museum, New York , New York
"Small is Beautiful," Albright College, Reading , Pennsylvania and
Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania
"Three Alumni," Carleton College, Northfield , Minnesota
" Architectural Analogs," Whitney Museum, Downtown Branch, New York
"New York Show," San Francisco Art Institute, San Francisco, California
"Small Scale Sculpture," University of California, San Diego, California
"Sculptor's Drawings, " Holly Solomon Gallery, New York, New York
"Sculpture Potsdam 77 ," S.U.C" Potsdam, New York
" A Question of Scale," Visual Arts Museum, New York , New York
"Scale and Environment," Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota
"Ten Years of Ten Downtown, " P.S. #1, Long Island City, New York
"Ten Downtown Documentation Show," 112 Green St. Gallery, New York , New York
"Small Objects," Whitney Museum, Downtown Branch, New York, New York
"Purchase Show," Art Museum of South Texas, Corpus Christi, Texas
"CAPS Award-Winning Painters," Michael Rockefeller Gallery, S.u.C" Fredonia,
New York
Group Show, Holly Solomon Gallery, New York, New York
"Eccentrics and Fantastics," S.U.N.Y" Albany and Potsdam, New York
"Contemporary Reflections," Larry Aldrich Museum, Ridgefield, Connecticut
" New Talent," Forum Gallery, New York, New York
"19 Women Artists," Portland Museum, Portland, Maine

Selected Bibliography
1980

1979

1978

Alinovi, Francesca, " Artists' Architecture," DOMUS MAGAZINE, March
Radici, Barbara, "They Call It Architectural Sculpture," CASA VOGUE, March
Zimmer, Bill, SOHO NEWS, March 26
Senie, Harriet, "Artview," NEW YORK POST, October 21
Whitney Biennial Catalogue, Whitney Museum, New York, New York
Ashberry, John, "The Perennial Biennial," NEW YORK MAGAZINE, March 19
Hughes, Robert, " Roundup at the Whitney Corral," TIME, February 26
Beatty, Frances, "Whitney Biennial," ART/WORLD, February 16
Larsen, Susan, ART NEWS, February
Fox, Howard, "Directions," catalogue Hirshhorn Museum, Washington, D.C.
Celant, Cermano, "L'America? E'un Numero del 'Male," L'EUROPEO, Rome,
August 2
Forgey, Benjamin, "Directions," WASHINGTON STAR, June 24
Siwek, Polly, "Donna Dennis," WESTCHESTER MAGAZINE, June
Frank, Peter, "Museums on the Metroliner," VILLAGE VOICE, July 16
Perrault, John, " Directions," THE SOHO WEEKLY NEWS, July 12
Ashberry, John, "Directions," NEW YORK MAGAZINE, July 2
Louie, Reagan , "New YOrk-A Period of Exploration," ARTWEEK , February 25
"Prints and Photographs Published," PRINT COLLECTORS NEWSLETIER, March/April
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StanDolega

Selected Individual Exhibitions
1980
1976
1975
1974

Commission, Town of Hanna, Wyoming
Commission, General SeNices Administration, Federal Building and Post Office,
Wenatchee, Washington
Ox-Bow School of Painting, Saugatuck, Michigan
Bicentennial sculpture competition, City of Detroit, Clark Park, Detroit. Michigan
Commission, City of Detroit, Belle Isle Park, Detroit. Michigan

Selected Group Exhibitions
1980
1979

1978
1977
1976

1975
Bom in Detroit, Michigan, 1942
Lives in Laramie, Wyoming
1974
1973

"Kick Out the Jams: Detroit's Cass Corridor 1963-1977," Detroit Institute of Arts,
Detroit. Michigan
"From Detroit 1980," Feigenson-Rosenstein Gallery, Detroit. Michigan
"Maquettes and Drawings for Large Scale Sculpture," FeigensonJRosenstein
Gallery, Detroit. Michigan
Wright State University Exhibition, Wright State University, N.E.A. Fellowship Artists
Traveling Exhibition, Dayton, Ohio
"The Common Ground of the Arts at Henry Ford Community College,"
Detroit. Michigan
" Michigan Sculpture 77," Macomb County Community College,
Warren, Michigan
" Works in Progress II," Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit. Michigan
"From the Bottom Up, 15 Contemporary Mi9higan Sculptors,"
"The Common Ground of the Arts at the Artists Market," Detroit Artists Market,
Detroit. Michigan
"Sculpture Inside and Out, " University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
"Sculpture fora New Era, " Sculpture Exhibition , Chicago Federal Center,
Chicago, Illinois
" Detroit Artists Invitational." Detroit Bank & Trust, Detroit, Michigan
"Forsythe Show, " Forsythe Building, Detroit, Michigan
"The Common Ground of the Arts at Saginaw," Saginaw Art Museum,
Saginaw, Michigan

Selected Bibliography
1980
1979

1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
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Nawrocki. Dennis A. with Holleman, Thomas J" ART IN DETROIT PUBLIC PLACES
" Midwest Art : A SpeCial Report - Detroit," ART IN AMERICA. July/August
The University Art Gallery, Wright State University " Regional Fellowship Recipient,"
Catalogue
"The University Art Galleries, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio," DIALOGUE,
May/June
Epstein, Henrietta, "Outdoor Sculpture," MONTHLY DETROIT, September
"Stan Dolega, Environmental Work as Fiction, " DETROIT ARTISTS MONTHLY, May
"Michigan Sculpture 77," an Exhibition of 3-Dimensional Visual Art, Macomb
County College and Michigan Council for the Arts, Catalogue
"L'Atelier-Space for Artists to Public Their Work ," MICHIGAN ART JOURNAL, April
" Work in Progress II. " Detroit Institute of Arts, Catalogue
"From The Bottom Up," City of East Lansing, Michigan, Catalogue
"Sculpture for a New Era," Art in Public Places Inc" Catalogue
" Detroit Artists Invitational," Detroit Bank and Trust. Catalogue

Elyn
Zimmerman

Selected Individual Exhibitions
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974

Born in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 1945
Lives in New York City

Galleria Del Cavallino, Venice, Italy
"Shunya, " Hinsdale, Illinois
"Sightline/Access," Neuberger Museum, Purchase, New York
"Sightline/lntersection," Laguna, Gloria Art Museum, Austin, Texas
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, Illinois
80 Langton Street, San Francisco, California
Video Installation, Wilshire West Plaza, Los Angeles, California
"Conduit," University of Hartford, West Hartford, Connecticut
Institute for Art and Urban Resources, P.S.1, New York, New York
Broxton Gallery, Los Angeles, California
Broxton Gallery, Los Angeles, California
SITE, San Francisco, California
Baxter Gallery, California Institute ofTechnology, Pasadena , California
University Art Museum, Berkely, California

Selected Group Exhibitions
1981
"New Visions," Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art, Ridgefield, Connecticut
"Artists' Gardens and Parks," Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, Illinois
" New York Artists, " Palazzo Ducale, Genoa, Italy
1980
"Sightline I," Winter Olympics, Lake Placid, New York
" Breaking In," Creative Time, Inc., New York, New York
" Drawings: The Pluralist Decade," Venice, Biennale, U.S.A. Pavillion, Venice, Italy
"Situational Imagery," Fine Arts Gallery, University of California, INine, California
"California Sculpture 1975-80," San Diego Museum of Art, San Diego, California
1979
"Sculptors' Photographs, " Hunter College Art Gallery, New York, New York
" Eight Artists : The Elusive Image," Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota
"Custom & Culture Part II," Customs House, New York City, sponsored by
Creative Time, Inc. , New York, New York
1977
"Shades of Gray," Loyola-Marymount University of Art Gallery, Los Angeles,
California
"Photography as Means," Palomar College, San Marcos, California
1976
"New Work Los Angeles, " Penthouse Gallery Museum of Modern Art, New York ,
New York
" Biennale of Sydney, " Sydney, Australia
"Sequence," SITE, San Francisco, California
Selected Bibliographies
1981
1980

1979

Andersen, Richard , Intro, "New Visions," Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art,
Ridgefield , Connecticut (Exhibition Catalogue)
Armstrong , Richard, Intro, "California Sculpture 1975-80," San Diego Museum of
Art, San Diego, California (Exhibition Catalogue)
Owens, Craig, Intro, "Art at the Olympics, " A sUNey of the National Fine Arts
Program 1980 Winter Olympics, Lake Placid, New York (Exhibition Catalogue)
Kardon , Janet,lntro, "Drawings: the Pluralist Decade," 1980 Venice Biennale,
McFadden, Sarah, "The Big Secret: Art at the Olympics," ART IN AMERICA. April
Larsen, Kay, "Expulsion from the Garden: Environmental Sculpture at the Winter
Olympics," ARTFORUM , April
" Four Artists/Sixteen Projects," workshop, exhibition program sponsored through
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio (Exhibition Catalogue)
Lyons, Lisa, "Eight Artists : The Elusive Image," DESIGN QUARTERLY, Walker Art
Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota
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